ground to our paper here).
The algorithm E(^i, d) is incremental Euler E^ where we give the increment h as an explicit function of p, d. It is noteworthy that the k depends on d and is simply the smallest integer greater than log d. From the definition of E^, k is the number of derivatives evaluated at each step and so depends on d simply. The idea perhaps could be useful in the pratice of equation solving.
One problem the result poses is why choose | ZQ \ = R which grows like d and contributes the factor d in the estimate of 5? It would seem that choosing [ ZQ \ ^ 1 is more sensible, but the corresponding analysis becomes especially difficult.
As it stands now the above theorem, besides requiring the long proof below, depends on mathematics related to the Bieberbach conjecture. The Bieberbach conjecture itself would only slightly improve the constants in the result.
The main theorem of this paper does not distinguish between the intrinsic difficulty of finding an approximate zero for a particular /, and the difficulty of finding a good starting point ZQ for /. In part II of this paper we will separate these problems and show that the fe-th incremental Euler algorithms may be adapted to produce probabilistic and deterministic algorithms for finding approximate zeros for /eP^(l) with the average number of steps and arithmetic operations required 0(d log d) and 0 (d 2 (\ogd) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
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and so 1^ y is a parameterized family of algorithms starting at the identity. Eventually continuity conditions will be put on I.
To solve g (z) = 0 by using an incremental algorithm I/, y one lets ZQ be a complex number, and chooses h appropriately. In a number of situations, the sequencê =I/,, ,(^-1)=^, ,^o), n=l, 2, 3, . . ., will converge to a solution of g (z) = 0. Most of our examples of incremental algorithms are derived from some standard iterative process or scheme for solving either non-linear systems or ordinary differential equations. We frequently call the maps 1^ y iterative or iteration processes or schemes. We will sometimes assume /(z)^0, and f'(z) ^0 when the context requires it, for example to be sure we are not dividing by zero below. with initial condition <po(z)=z. The quantities (rf7dt')(p,(z)/,=o are of course computable from F and its derivatives. Examples 2i and Example 1 coincide. Example 2; is explicitly given by: 
I(z)=z+F(z)Nl+
In Durand, p. 69 it is pointed out that this iterative method (with h=l) has order 3 for simple zeros.
The following construction is important for the next example and is also used throughout our analysis.
Given a polynomial / and a point z such that /'(z)^, denote the map given by a power series for example, which takes / (z) to z and is a compositional inverse to / by /7 
f'm=o
If 9*=e*(/, z) is one of the critical points 6 for which r= | /(z)-/(9*)|, then
. ., oo. This is our most important example and we take some time to develop it carefully. The evidence of this paper suggests it is the most appropriate for practically computing zeros of complex polynomials.
If h<h^ (/, z) we may solve the equation^i -/
by, setting z / =/; l ((l-/l)/(z)).
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Expanding around/(z), (Taylor's Series) we obtain
Evaluation of (5^) is usually computationally infeasible, so we truncate. Let T<, be the operation of truncating a power series, T/y,^=ya^. T/Z^)=Za^.
\^=o / f=o
The fe-th incremental Euler E,, or E^ ^ y ^ is given by
We end our discussion of this example by a series of remarks:
(1) Suppose h^ > 1. Then one can put h== 1 in (5^) to obtain a power series representation of a solution to / (z) = 0.
(2) One can easily write down
adapting the computations of Durand, p. 5 and using a.^-ir 1^^^1 ' 1 .
i\(f\z)Y Note that by keeping only the first k powers of h, k= 1, 2 or 3, we obtain E^ for those values. In particular E^ is just incremental Newton of Example 1.
In the literature the algorithms E^ with h=l are sometimes accredited to Euler and sometimes to Shroeder. According to Durand, the case E^ with ^=1 was reasoned by Euler. On the other hand both Henrici and Householder refer to Shroeder for algorithms which seem to amount to E^ with /i=l. Ostrowski 
/GO
This motivates
Clearly (5^) is the special case of (6^) obtained by setting c^ = 1, Cf=0, f> 1. Moreover example 2^ (derived from k-th order Taylor's method) is obtained by puttinĝ (-l) 1 " 1 /;!, i=l, . . ., k. This may be seen as follows. 
T^-
where the derivatives of f^ 1 are evaluated at / (z).
Returning to the general case, we may express
where Pj are polynomials in the c^ and a;, where aj is defined above. If we expand a" 1 around 0 "-,"". ^fr^m.,
Then by Taylor Series
it follows that (cy'^^Cl/FK/^1)^ (Z))(-/(^)Y and thus a" 1 is defined and injective on the open disk of radius h^ around 0.
Now we return to Proposition 1.
Now the proof of the Proposition is easily seen by applying inductive formulas for the coefficients of the inverse of a power to CT see Durand, p. 4 and formulas for composition, see Henrici.
Our study of incremental algorithms focuses on / (z')// (z) and its Taylor expansion in h. This "target space" approach becomes clearer as the paper develops.
The idea is to consider the curve h -> /(I/,, f(z)) in the target space for small positive h. For an ideal algorithm, for all / and z, as h increases from 0, /(I/,, f(z)) moves along the ray from f(z) to 0. No practical incremental algorithm accomplishes this, but one of the main results of this paper is that some algorithms do this infinitesimally up.to any order of contact at f(z) and with a certain uniformity. This motivates the following definition which measures the efficiency of an incremental algorithm.
An incremental algorithm 1^ j-will be said to be of efficiency k provided: there exist real constants 5>0, K>0, c^ . . ., c^ c^ >0 independent of h, /and z such that
where |Sfc+i(/i)| ^K^max^, l/^) for 0<^8 (min(l, h^)) and h^h^ (/, z) is defined as above.
In this case we also simply say that the iteration 1^ ^ is of efficency k.
In section 2, we will show that E^ is of efficiency k. In section 3 we use this fact to track the iterates of E^ in the target space. Later we characterize the incremental algorithms of efficiency k. It will follow that all of the above examples are of efficiency k, for appropriate fe. Moreover, the set of all (small) incremental algorithms which are polynomials in h of degree k and of efficiency k are precisely those of Example 6^.
Section 2
The goal of this section is to prove: THEOREM 1. -For any k, 0<fe^oo, the incremental k-th Euler algorithm (example 5ô f section 1) is of efficiency k. More precisely, there is a universal constant l^B^l.07, and for any polynomial f, complex number z with f (
Here y=h/h^ is assumed to satisfy 0<y<Yfc where y^ is the first positive number for which the denominator of Pfc(y) vanishes. Otherwise said, 0<h<y^h^. Here h^=h^(f, z) fs the function defined in section 1. We first give a proof of Theorem 1. At the end of the section is some discussion and the first implication of the theorem.
We recall some results form the theory of Schlicht functions, related to the Bieberbach conjecture, Duren. One relation to our work comes from the fact that if/is a polynomial, then f^1 is defined and injective on the disc of radius r (/, z) about / (z).
An analytic function /: D^ -> C defined on the unit disc, given by the power series 
.L^^I^^I^-LtL., M <,,
these are sharp bounds. We use B to indicate the best number between 1 and 1.07 (Improved Littlewood Theorem) such that | ^ | ^ i B for all i. Thus B = 1 if the Bieberbach conjecture is true. Recall that T^ is truncation. Our main tool in proving Theorem 1 is the following Proposition.
PROPOSITION 1. -Suppose that f is schlicht and g is its inverse. Then
here y= [z|,/or y less than the first positive root of the denominator. We use a sequence of lemmas.
Proof:
LEMMA 2. -Let g(x)=^biZ 1 be a convergent power series with ^o^ . 1=1 
Proof. -Consider the Taylor expansion of g at x 00 e^0 (x} g(w)-g(x)==^ ^-^(w-xy. Q.E.D. Now we use the polynomial a associated to / and z from section 1 together with the last Corollary to obtain Theorem 1. From Proposition 2 of section 1 and the discussion after it, one has^-^1
1=1 (' Apply Lemma 2 to obtain
1 is an analytic function, one to one on a disc of radius h^=h^ (/, z) about 0, we can apply the preceding Corollary to obtain Theorem 1.
Remark 1. -If the Bieberbach conjecture is true, B==l, see above and Duren. In any case, using results of Bieberbach, Loewner, Shiffer and others B can be replaced by something less than 1.07 and the 4's can be replaced by a smaller number.
Remark 2. -The case of Theorem 1 for fe=l, incremental Newton's method, was also studied in Smale. Unfortunately the theorem here doesn't imply that one.
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The main applications of Theorem 1 are in sections 3 and 4. In the meantime we give a Corollary which for the classical case of h= 1, gives new convergence criteria.
LEMMA 4. -Pfc(y)>0/or0<y<y^.
Proof. -Use the quotient rule to differentiate Pfc(y). Write the numerator as
and all the terms are positive since 0<y<y^.
Note that y^ increases with k and tends to the first root of(l-Y) 2 -4Y==0 which is 3-^/8 =.171572.
Here we tabulate some values of y^ calculated to six decimal places by Gerry Roskes, who also did the other calculations in this paper with B= 1.07. We will see that Theorem 1 is interesting even for the case h= 1. In this case z 7 = E^ ^ ^ ^ (z), and
y<Vfc, where y^ is described as follows. For ye(0, y^) let o^ (y) = p^y) y^. Then from Lemma 4 it follows that ^(y) is an increasing function of y. Let y^ be the unique solution of o^ (y) = 1. Clearly y^ increases with k and tends to 3-/8. One calculates to six decimals. Define p^.= mm ^/(9)|. We will call z an approximate zero for / relative to k if and only if |/(z)| <[Yk/(l+Yfc)]P/-An approximate zero for/relative to all fe>0 will be called simply an approximate zero so z is an approximate zero of / if and only if | f(z) \ <[Yi/(l +Yi)l pf. Note by the computations below, if | /(z) | <(1/12) py then z is an an approximate zero.
We tabulate some values of Yfc/O+Yk)-Note that Yk/(l+Yk) is increasing and tends to (3 -/8)/( 1 + 3 -^/8) =. 146446 to six decimals. So in particular l/6>Yk/(l +Yk)> 1/12 and for fc^5, l/6>Yk/(l +Yk)> 1/7. We have applied Proposition 1 and its Corollary to a and a~1 to conclude Theorem 1. We could as well apply this reasoning to a general analytic function g defined on a domain Q and its inverse g~1. The resulting general statement is: THEOREM 1 a. -Let z e Q c: C and let g : Q. -> C be analytic. Suppose g^ 1 is defined on a disc D of radius R (g, z). There are constants c,, and K^ depending on k (c,, w. 1 and Kj^ % k) such that if \ w -g (z) [ < c^ R (g, z) and gg^ 1 (w) = w then Ig^-1 )^)-^^^1;^^" 1 .
If we suppose that p^>0, then for any root ^ of /, /'(^^O and/^" 1 may be uniquely analytically continued along any ray starting from 0 as long as the inverse image of this ray doesn't run into a critical ppint of/ Thus/^" 1 may be analytically continued to the entire complex plane minus k radial slits from /(Q^), . . .,/(0^) to oo for some minimal collection 9^, . . ., 9^ of critical points of / We shall denote this domain by S^ f. For d > 1, 1 ^ k ^ d -1. We use f( 1 : S^ y -^ C to denote the analytic continuation. It is quite clear that the images of the/^1 are disjoint over the roots ô f/since the inverse image of a ray by/^1 is a solution curve of the Newton differential equation dz/dt= -f(z)lf'(z) in R^C which terminates at ^. Consider now a general zeC. If /7 1 can be analytically continued along the ray from /(z) to 0 then f^l=f^l in a neighborhood of this ray for some root ^ of/. We analytically continue /^-1 : S^j--> C by setting it equal to /^-1 and S^ y=S^ y.
We let p^ ^ be the radius of convergence of/^~1 : S^ -> C around 0. Then p^=min p^ ,. We note that if z' e Image /;" 1 : S^ -^ C then /^1 = A" 1 and S^ y = S^ y.
The discussion above allows an improvement of the Corollary to Theorem 1, with the help of Proposition 4 below. We now give a simple estimate of the area of the set of approximate zeros of feP^(l) which are contained in the unit disc.
LEMMA 6. -Suppose that p is a point in the unit disc on R 2 and 0<r< 1.
Then the area of the intersection of the disk of radius r around p and the unit-disk is greater than
Proof. -The worst case occurs for p on the boundary of the unit disk. Thus we may assume that/?=((), 1).
The x-coordinates of the points of intersections are ±(r/4-r 2 )/2. Thus the area of the two triangles contained in the intersections is
. 2 2 7 2 Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 3. -Suppose that feP^(l) and p/>0. Then the area of the set of points z in the unit disc such that /(z)<(y/(l +y)) py is at least .003f^V.
\d(d+l))
Proof. -There is a root ^ of / in the closed unit disk since the product of the root iŝ 1.
ln^+(,-i)+...+i=^.
Now apply Lemma 5 to produce a disc centered at ^, consisting of approximate zeros of / and of radius
Use Lemma 6 to estimate the area, with the help of a hand held calculator. Since there is a critical point 9 of/in the unit disc p^d+1 which simplifies the expression in the radical.
It is convenient here to prove a Proposition which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2 and which can be used in the proof of Corollary 2. First we need a slight alteration of some estimates we have already used. 
Let CT be the polynomial defined in section I and let D(/i») be the disc of radius /i* around 0.
LEMMA 8. -Suppose that 0<h^^h^ (f, z) and that h=y/i*/or some 0<y<y^. Then
TkCT-^/OeCT-^D^,,)).
Proof. -By Lemma 7 applied to o" 1 on the disc of radius h*
(1 
)(z). Then there is a complex number h' mth \h'\ <h^ such that
Proof. -We use the definition of Ej, and its relation to or" 1 as discussed in section 1.
by the discussion after the statement of Proposition 2 of section 1.
Section 3
Let / be a polynomial z a complex number. Then recall from section 1 that f; 1 is a function taking f(z) to z, given by a power series on a disk of radius r(f, z) 2 about / (z). Let us call that disk D^ ^ sof; 1 : D^ , -> C is analytic.
On the other hand one can consider other domains for f, 1 . In particular define W^ ^ to be such a domain which is a wedge shaped circular sector as follows For 0<a^7r/21et
Then define W^ , to be the largest of the W^ ^ , on which/; 1 is analytic and let 9^. , be the corresponding ex. Note that if 9^ ,<n/2 then a critical value / (9) lies on a side of W^ ^. It is clear that W^ ^cS^ ^ which was defined in section 2, and that W. , is the largest Wy^ ^ , contained in S^^ ^. Our algorithms attempt to make this analytic continuation a computationally feasible process. What we do in this section is to show that the Euler algorithms yield a sequence of iterates z^ whose values /(z^) remain in an appropriate wedge-shaped region W. ^. L \l-^Wd) }\ in the theorem where fyl denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. See Lemma 1 below. We also are using the functions ^(y) introduced in section 2, which are defined and increasing in the range 0<y<Yfc.
Note that n, the number of steps depends crucially on the constant (function of k only) K(fe). 4° SERIE -TOME 18 -1985 Note that for k=l or Newton's method the value of K(l) shows that Theorem 2 in that case is significantly worse than the results achieved in Smale. Furthermore for
Proof. -The right hand of the equation for ho decreases monotonically from oo to below 1 as h goes from 0 to ay,, (Lemma 4 of section 2). Since (A;+l)c+l>l, this yields the unique solution ho.
Since ^(^/^^^(/lo/a) for h<ho, using the defining equation for ho we have feCcTTHT'
By taking fe-th roots, 
If Qf ^<7i/2, fix a critical point 9 which maps to the boundary of the wedge.
From trigonometry, one has: The proof of (b) goes by the consequence of Theorem 1 above and is aided by the diagram.
.
We have used Lemma 3; this proves Lemma 4. Let 
The proof goes by induction on n, the case n = 0 given by Lemma 4 a. 
W5 \d-\j
From Proposition 1 it follows that ^i(Y^ ^ R)<^I i.e. the measure of Y, y ^ is less than the given 1. 1 using the probability measure on SRXP^(I). Thus (zo, /) in SR x P^(l) is not in Y^ " R with probability 1 -[i. For such ZQ, /, py>a and 9y zo>cr.
We apply the Corollary of Theorem 2 to obtain an approximate zero of /.
To find the K^, K^ and estimates of Theorem 3, one calculates those quantities from that Corollary. We don't carry out the straightforward calculation here, but indicate how it goes. In the Corollary (Theorem 2) the number of steps s (denoted by n in the corollary) is given as a function of |/(^o)|» 9» ^d P/ (instead of L); keep k fixed throughout.
But s in Theorem 3 is given as a function of d and n. Thus it is required to see how d and [i depend on | f(zo) |, and py. This goes as follows.
